
HIPAA-COMPLIANT TELEHEALTH

PORTAL & VIRTUAL CLINIC

Complete virtual consultations, follow-ups and Good Faith
Exams from inside your Aesthetic Record account.  Patients
can visit your branded  Virtual Clinic within a HIPAA-
protected portal and from any device.  All sessions are
transcribed in the Patient's chart for later  reference. 

PATIENT PORTAL FOR ALL VIRTUAL

PAPERWORK

Appropriate consents and questionnaires can be tied to your
services and automatically delivered to the Patient Portal at
the time of booking. Patients can complete paperwork prior
to their appointment, allowing providers to prescreen for any
health concerns and reducing the need to share an iPad. 

PROVIDER-ONLY WORKFLOW

OPTIONS 

Our Provider App allows a single provider to complete all
Patient-related activity.  From check-in to checkout, every
part of the patient journey can be contained to one point of
contact.  This allows you to reduce touchpoints and potential
exposure of support staff. 

VIRTUAL CHECKOUT, CARDS-ON-

FILE & PATIENT WALLET

Whether at the time of booking, from the Patient's Profile or
at checkout, it's easy to securely store a preferred credit card
for virtual transactions. Additionally, Patients can use
accrued membership dues at checkout or add funds or
products to their wallet before their appointment.

CAR-TO-CLINIC NOTIFICATIONS  &

WORKFLOW    

Leverage 2-way text messaging to communicate with
Patients at the time of their arrival.  If you prefer guests
enter your practice as a specific time, 2-way messaging helps
coordinate the proper flow of traffic to avoid waiting room
bottlenecks.

LEARN MORE ABOUT OUR COMPLETE FUNCTIONALITY AT
AESTHETICRECORD.COM

CHARTING EFFECIENCY TOOLS

With the new Document Repository, you can review all
prior documentation for any Patient in a single report. 
 Additionally, enhanced pre-filled notes, smart dictation
and expanded charting functionality add value to your
workflow without adding additional time. . 
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